
W2
The W2 Tillett car seat is the wide version of the W1i and is designed for drivers over 100 kg.
It is either supplied as a single skin shell, or with a moulded back frame which makes the seat self supporting when bolted 
onto the floor. If bought as a single skin it must have brackets made in order to fit it to various vehicles.  These seats can be 
ordered as a lightweight carbon KEVLAR® versions and in regular black GRP. The W2 can also be ordered with or without 
covering. A half or full cover using the polypropylene kart material grip well and is ideal covered example is ideal for open 
top cars. There is also an Dinamica suede panel set option where the trim and padding can be customised. Seat belt harness 
holes are fitted as standard but can be deleted if required.
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Carbon  W2K seat to the KEVLAR®
left and W2 GRP below, both shown 
with optional back frame. In carbon
KEVLAR® the approximate weight 
without the back frame is 1.2 kg 
and 2.4 kg complete with the 
backframe. Weight 2 kg and 
3.6 kg in GRP respectively.
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Holes spacings 
for the optional 
W2 back frame
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An example of a customised cover

The picture above shows the W2 
carbon/GRP shell without the back frame. 
This model is 1.88kg.  The lightweight 
carbon KEVLAR® W2K is 1.2kg.  When used  
without a back frame, at least four mount 
points are advised in the areas shown.  It is 
advisable to use our TK1 bolt kit, or the low 
profile TLPK1 stainless fitting kit.  Aluminum 
plates between the upper mount points are 
also advised and the brackets should be 
parallel to the composite profile at the 
bolting points.
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